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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates a new architecture for modeling and simulating complex
distributed real-time systems. Modeling adequately a large distributed real-time system
may involve, due to its complexity, several different theoretical vehicles such as queuing
theory, finite state machines, and others. C.urrently there are no software tools, which
would offer combining such heterogeneous features into a single comprehensive
simulation environment.
This study involves integrating 3 tools, SES/workbench, an offline simulat'or
using queuing theory as its modeling discipline, ObjecTime as a real-time simulator
based on finite state machines as its modeling discipline, and VxWorks real-time kernel
used for free modeling in the VMEbus environment. We developed an architecture,
which connects all 3 simulators into an integrated system, in which parameters and
simulation results can be freely exchanged between tools. In addition, the system is
enhanced by a web-based int~rface, which can be used to provide input and obtain output
of the entire system and help in distributing the simulation over the Internet. The new
architecture was extensively tested and applied to a large-scale distributed embedded
simulation in a military environment.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Discrete Event System Simulation
Complex systems cannot be effectively designed and evaluated by traditional
methods. Such systems cannot be checked for architectural correctness and performance
improvements just by inspection. As all software engineers know the cost of correcting a
bad design decision detected after the implementation phase is prohibitive. Therefore
simulations need to be applied during the entire lifecycle of the system.
Discrete event simulation consists of a number of events and a central simulator
object, which executes these events in order. Therefore, discrete event simulation is best
suited for design of software systems. It is used extensively in areas requiring a number
of events to be processed in a limited amount of time. Quality of simulation is impacted
by several factors, including the following:
Accuracy of Model; the better is the approximation of the system, the more
conclusive are the results of the simulation.
Speed-up; the faster the simulation the more cases can be considered and
therefore more significant are the statistics.
Real-time input: _real-time input increases accuracy of the system being
simulated and simulation can be used for control of systems.
Model-reuse: the reuse of models decreases time to design the systems.
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-

Verification; simulation that can be observed can be verified.

-

Validation: model validation involves model testing and compared to the
system [1] and data validation, checking input data for sufficient accuracy.

-

Flexibility and usability: involves using previously developed models to
model other systems with minimum change.
System responsiveness: it means giving timely response to changing inputs.

Quality of simulations has also several impediments of which the following are
most important [2]:
-

Cognitive complexity; when a computer code for simulation is spread over
a wide array of processors and has many interconnects between the
processes; this may overwhelm our senses and cloud our ability to
understand it [1].

-

Prohibitive cost; the old adage "time is money" hold true in this case.
Researchers now concentrate on "safety" and "mission-critical" systems
such as NASA shuttles and nuclear power plants, which are extremely
expensive to simulate.

-

Inadequate standards; there are lots of standards for software quality, such
as the ISO 9xxx, NIST, NATO, and Capability Maturity Model etc. But no
single standard completely satisfies all the requirements listed above.
There is certainly no silver bullet to overcome all the above impediments

and cause a sudden jump in the increase of quality in simulations. One promising
approach worth pursuing: concurrent simulation.
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Concurrent discrete event simulation refers to the execution of a simulation on a
machine containing multiple CPU's [3]. This includes closely coupled multiprocessor
systems (parallel simulation) and geographically distributed systems (distributed
simulation).
Parallel/distributed simulation systems approach the.problem of speeding up
discrete event simulations by 2 methods,
Space-parallel
Time-parallel approach.
The space-parallel approach splits the system to be modeled into a collection of
sub-systems and assjgns a logical process (LP) to simulate each one. Different LP' s
execute on different processors and communicate with other LP' s using time-stamped
messages. A common problem associated with this type of simulation is synchronization,
which is critical to ensure that events occur in the correct order.
The time-parallel approach involves partitioning the simulated time axis into
intervals [T 1, T 2 ], [T 2 , T3] ... [Ti, Ti+iJ and assigning each to separate processor. Therefore
processor i might compute a sample path for [Ti, Ti+1J, and the final state in [Ti-I, Ti] must
match the initial state in [Ti, Ti+ 1J. Time-parallel simulations have the distinct advantage
over space parallel simulation in the field of massively parallel simulations. But they are
not as common because of limited applications. They are best suited for queuing and
Petri networks.
The recent explosion in the computer-networking field has created an
environment that is beneficial for computer modeling of these networks, in general, and
for simulation modeling using simulation packages/suites and tools, in particular. One of
3

the most important parts of any simulation process is model correctness. Rather than
checking a model by hand it would be more fruitful to model a particular physical object
in our case computer networks using computer aided design tools and enhance the
modeling process by connecting these tools over the network.
For example, one tool, such as a traditional batch simulator (SES/workbench [],
for instance) could be connected to a real-time simulator (such as ObjecTime []) to obtain
real-time data and improve quality of simulation. One other way of enhancing simulation
quality is via reuse of models through their distribution via a med~um, such as the World
Wide Web.

1.2 Web-based Simulation
One of the most critical problems in the field of computer network simulatjon
today is the lack of published models and physical objects, which are accessible to users,
and lack of a medium allowing such distribution. One of the first papers on this subject
involving World Wide Web was published by Fishwick [4].
The Internet or the World Wide Web is a loose coupling of thousands of networks
and millions of computers around the globe that together share information . There is a
trend of using the web as a new platform for applications [5]. The main characteristics of
the web are ease of navigation and use, ease of publishing content, new distribution
models enabling a network centric computing paradigm. The web is truly democratic and
non-exclusive medium as this is evident by the exponential growth of Internet
subscribers. The simulation community also has not stayed away from this trend and has
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been migrating to the web in order to remain alive. Simulation is a very specialized
application area and is not easy to use, as model design requires specialist knowledge of
simulation as well as knowledge of the software used. This means that simulation
depends upon the simulation environment or the proprietary software, which may not be
easy to use. Narayan in [6] has classified simulations on the web broadly into four
categories:
The web provides online documentation about existing simulations.
Enable modelers to run the simulation model on their desktop, where the
input parameters would be provided. This is possible using the
programming language Java and using applets. The advantages of Java are
as follows, simulation models in Java can be made widely available [4],
and this is possible through the web. A Java applet can be retrieved and
run does not have to be ported to a different platform. Java has built in
threads that make it easier to implement simulation. The language has
built in support for providing sophisticated animations.
Analysts can access the simulation program remotely from a web browser
and execute it on the server platform. The results of which can be viewed
on the browser. There is a distinct advantage of this approach, is that
larger simulations can run on powerful high end computers and analysts
can get access to the results from low end computers capable of running a
internet browser.
Focus on interactive simulations on the web, where multipl_e users
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interconnect with the same underlying simulation model through web
browsers from different locations. The simulation model executes on the
server side, but the user interfaces could be tailored to different users.
Web-based simulations have an important role to play in the field of
education and training, learning to build models is best done by building
models. This approach can be best facilitated by if tools and models are
freely available and not only in laboratories.
The availability and interactive nature of web-based simulation provides a
good medium for students to experience the complexity and dynamism of
collaborative work and can be natural environments that combine distance
education, group training and real-time interaction [5].
One of the other important users of simulation is listed as the military [4]. Opsim
is an application, which was developed for the mission operational environment as an aid
for the decision makers and their staffs during ongoing operations. It is a discrete event,
aggregate level, distributed system implemented in Java. It is designed to run in near
real-time so the progress of the real operation can _be compared against the planned
operation. The Internet offers many new technologies one of which is client/server
technology; this is supported entirely by Java [6]. The architecture of a web simulation
environment is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a server and a client. The server is Unix
workstation and the clients are Windows PC's.
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Figure 1 Client-Server Architecture for remote simulation [S]

An important component of a web-based simulator; is a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) for steering the simulation program, i.e. to pass simulation parameters to the
simulator. The GUI also serves as the run-time monitoring and post computational
analysis. The computation program is application specific, i.e. related to the simulation,
which is to be performed, such as numerical calculations.
The communication between the clients and the server is done using the multithreaded communication serv]et. This controls the data flow between the client and server
computers. The multi-threaded implementation of the communication servlet allows
multiple accesses of clients and parallel simulation runs. The entire simulation
environment is Java based. This has a certain disadvantage that simulation programs
already written will have to be re-written again in Java to make them compatible with the
architecture shown above. This approach limits the ability to re-use existing code and
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limits the deployability of the framework to those who are comfortable with the Java
language.
Web-based simulation tools need to be portable across a variety of computing
platforms [7]. The CORBA architecture is well suited for this approach. CORBA
specifies a standard for communication between objects in a distributed client-server
environment, that enables applications to transparently access the services offered by
local and remote objects by use of an object interface, independent of hardware and
software implementations [20]. This means that objects can communicate with each other
no matter where they are located and no matter who has designed them.

Simulation Server

I

'

"

'

.
.

~
CORSA

.

Internet
(IP+ IIOP)

User Modules
Sim ulationist
1

•1

Java User Interlace

Figure 2 System Architecture of CORBA based simulation environment
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Figure 2 shows the framework, which is implemented using a standard 2-tier
architecture with a portable user interlace [8], which requests simulation services from a
remote, compiled simulation kernel. The simulation kernel is written in C++ while the
user interlace is implemented in Java. A CORBA ORB (Object Request Broker) is used
to provide remote object invocations and facilitates communication between a userinterface and the simulation ke~el. A CORBA name service is used to provide remote
object invocations for providing appropriate object references at run time. A relational
database management system (RDBMS) is used to provide the necessary logging
facilities. Access to the simulation kernel is via the simulation server, which waits for
simulation requests. Simulation requests are generated by the user interface when the user
decides to start a new simulation. Whenever the simulation server receives a request, the
server spawns a simulation process. Therefore every simulation user interlace has exactly
one simulation process assigned to it.
One of the disadvantages of traditional simulation tools is that they are not webenabled, i.e. they do not have any web interface through which a layman (user who may
not be familiar with internal workings of the system under design) can "control" the
simulation. There have been some attempts of introducing a "Web Simulation
Environment" such as [9].
The essence of the approach presented in [9] deals with providing users with the
ability to use libraries that would drastically reduce the time to develop models and
access simulation tools or models that are not available locally to the user. For example, a
user residing at site A might wish to develop a large simulation model SM and run it by
the simulation tool ST not available in A. By use of the web, the user may find out that an
9

interesting sub-model SBM has already been developed at site B and that at site C there
exists the simulation tool ST [9]. The authors developed this system to facilitate to find
out which types of SBM or ST' s exist elsewhere on the Internet, download the SBM
(sub-model) and integrate it into the system and be able to run it on a remote simulation
tool, which is not available to them locally.
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Figure 3 The Web Simulation Environment (WSE) Architecture [9]

Figure 3 shows the architecture of this simulation environment. The Web
Simulation Server is a conventional web server, providing a URL to download the Java
applet that implements the client application. The WSE users contact the Web Simulation
Server, then download the client application and finally run it at their site by use of a
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Java-enabled Web browser. The client application is downloaded from the web
simulation server and runs on any Java-enabled web browser. The client application is
downloaded from the web simulation server and runs on any Java-enabled browser. The
client provides a uniform and user-friendly interface to obtain the services of the
underlying COREA infrastructure. The following are the functions of the client
application:
1. Find out which types of models or sub-models exist elsewhere on the web
2. Retrieve the interesting SEM
3. Integrate the retrieved SEM into a SM (Simulation Models) at the local site
4. Save SM into the local file system (Java applets cannot save data to the local file
system)
5. Forward SM to the appropriate ST (Simulation Tools)
6. Run SM on the ST server
7. Obtain and view the simulation results
The simulation tools (ST) and simulation models (SM) are preexisting
components, which are encapsulated into the WSE. Encapsulation requires the use of
techniques (called wrapping techniques) to interface the legacy components with the
access standards and conventions established for the WSE. COREA provides these
wrappers and they can be defined using the IDL (Interface Definition Language). This
language provides constructs to data types and operations defined by the SM and ST
wrappers. IDL can be mapped to common programming languages, such as C, C++ and
Java.
The SM wrapper shown in Figure 3 consists of code pertaining to the SM, while
11

ST wrapper consists of code pertaining to a particular ST and set of actions necessary to
run the SM. Transparent communication among the ST objects, the SM objects, and the
Web browser, is performed by the Software Bus illustrated in Figure 3. Such function is
obtained by use of the CORBA Object Request Broker (ORB), that operates control and
data transfers between clients and servers. In order to guarantee the interoperability
between different ORB implementations used at different sites, CORBA provides a
General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP), which specifies a set of message formats and

common data representations for communications between the ORBs. The Internet InterORB Protocol (IIOP), mentioned in Figure 3, specifies how GIOP messages are

exchanged over a TCP/IP network, thus making it possible to use the Internet as a
backbone through which various ORBs can communicate.
The main advantages of the system are: uniform and friendly user interface,
transparent access to simulation models and tools (location transparency, distribution
transparency and platform independence), dynamic acquisition, instantiation and/or
modification of simulation models, global availability (Internet-based interaction) and
plug-and-use architecture to easily embed simulation models and tools.

12

CHAPTER 2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Many of today's simulations try to model real life events and serve many
applications like training military personnel and even control for manufacturing systems.
Modeling of complex systems is a very cumbersome job and it is always advantageous to
use a computer aided design tool. As these design tools are based on a particular design
methodology, such as finite state machines or queuing theory or differential equations, it
has to be noted that a single tool may not be sufficient to model a large distributed
system.
To improve the quality of simulations and to imitate the real system as close as
possible, data can be fed in real time from external processes to enhance the simulator's
knowledge, fix certain parameters, decrease the uncertainty of models, etc. Thus it
becomes more and more important to extend traditional discrete event simulations, which
)

are conducted offline; in batch mode by connecting them to two different types of data
sources:
-

External models executing in real time, and

-

True real-time processes running in the actual physical environment.

In this thesis project, we combine SES/workbench batch simulator with two
software tools corresponding to the two data sources:
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-

ObjecTime Developer, which is the source of real-time data from executing
external models, and

-

VxWorks/Tomado, which is the source of physical data from real-time
processes.

The point of interest is that SES/workbench uses queuing theory as its modeling
concept. Queuing theory addresses analysis of systems that involve waiting for some
service. The model usually includes one or more servers that render the service, a
(possibly infinite) pool of customers, and some description of the arrival patterns and
service processes. If there is more than one queue for the server(s), then there may also be
some policy regarding queue changes for the customers. A simple queuing system is
shown in Figure 4.
AITival process can be distingujshed between a finite (and fixed) number of
arriving customers, and an infinite number, which is the usual case. Whether the arrival
rate is deterministic or stochastic (e.g. exponentially distributed), is a matter of choice.
The arrival rate (arrivals per time unit) is usual1y called A, _!_ being the mean time

A

between arrivals.
Wait process can be described by the length of the queue, which may be finite and
fixed, or infinite (the latter is the usual case), and the service order, the most usual case
being the FIFO (first in -- first out) order where new customers are appended to the tail of
the queue while the customer at the head of the queue is served next. Another common
service order is the LIFO principle (last in -- first out). Service may also be ordered by
priorities borne by the customers, or at random.
14

Service process can be distinguished by one or several servers available at the
same time and for the same type of customers and customer demands. The usual case is
with one server per queue, but the case with one queue and several servers (each of
whom calls the next customer from the head of the queue when it becomes free) is also
quite common.
Server processes can have a fi~ed (deterministic) serving time or a stochastic
(random) serving time (which might be exponentially distributed). The serving rate
(number of customers per time unit) is usually denoted by µ,

_!_ being the mean serving
µ

time. Depending on the combination of alternatives realized in a particular model, some
types of queuing models have an analytical solution. The mean system load can be
determined by

(fJ

= i. Other interesting parameters are:
µ

.:.iV

Mean number of objects (customers) in the system

~~
·\ fq

Mean number of objects in a queue

~

V,it

Mean number of objects being served

ll-'"

Mean waiting time

lltq

Mean waiting time in a queue

flls

Mean waiting time at a server
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Figure 4 Simple Queuing Theory Diagram

The other tool used in this thesis, ObjecTime, is based on Finite State Machines
(FSM's). A FSM can be defined as a model of computation consisting of a set of states, a
start state, an input alphabet, and a transition function, which maps input symbols, and
current states to a next state. Computation begins in the stai1 state with an input string. It
changes to new states depending on the transition function. Formally a Finite State
Machine (FSM) has:

1. K states, S = { s 1, s2, ... , sK}, initial state s 1
2. N inputs, I = { i 1, i2, ... , iN}
3. M outputs, 0 = { ol, o2, ... , oM}
4. Transition function T (S, I) mapping each current state and input to a next
state
5. Output function O (S) mapping each current state to an output
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6. Given a sequence of inputs the FSM produces a sequence of outputs which is
dependent on sl, T (S, I) and O (S).
As mentioned above, the simulation system is given a web-based interface, which
can be used to access the simulation system. Figure 5 shows the general architecture of
system, which is explained in the thesis.

Sirruation Data
from
R-T rvlooo!s

R-T Data
from
Serrors

Sirruator

\/1/fb lrterface

Figure 5 General Architecture of System
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The third tool we use in this thesis is VxWorks real-time kernel, which is meant to
provide real-time data from sensors or run continuous time simulation based on yet
another theory such as differential equations. The entire system architecture is reflected
in Figure 5. The figure shows the batch simulation running in SES/workbench, the realtime sensor data coming in from a VxWorks simulator and the simulation parameters
from finite-state models running in real time ObjecTime. Our objective is to study this
heterogeneous architecture and evaluate its suitability to model complicated distributed
simulations.
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CHAPTER 3 TOOLS

This chapter discusses the three tools used in the thesis to build the proposed
architecture and provides a basic introduction to each. The 3 tools used are
SES/workbench, a system-modeling tool using queuing theory [10], ObjecTime a real
time modeling and prototyping tool based on finite state machines [11] and
VxWorks/Tornado, a real-time kernel [15] and development environment running a V:ME
PowerPC rack mount, which simulates real-time sensor data.

3.1 SES/workbench
SES/Workbench [ 10] is a collection of software tools for specifying and
evaluating network designs. It is used to evaluate the c01Tectness and performance of
computer networks. Performance is evaluated by simulating the model derived from the
system specifications. Correctness is evaluated during simulation by attaching
"consistency constraints" to every design specification constraint.
SES/workbench is basically a design specification, modeling and simulation tool,
which can be used throughout the entire system design process. It consists primarily of
the following three components:

-

SES/design, a graphical editor used for specifying a system design.
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-

SES! sim, the translation and simulation module for converting the design

specification into an executable simulation model.
-

SES/scope, which pro-vides the ability to observe and debug an executing

simulation model.
The overall structure of SES/workbench, with additional cosimulation interface is shown
in Figure 6.
Workbench can be used to improve the quality of complex systems and reduce the
cost and time required to design, implement, and optimize such systems. Workbench is
particularly well suited for specifying and evaluating complex systems involving a high
degree of concmTent processing. Such systems include computer hardware and software
systems, electronics (chips and boards), real-time systems, communications systems, and
manufacturing systems.
Workbench provides a design interface module, SES/design, which allows to
construct a graphical representation of your systems. This graphical representation then is
translated into the Workbench simulation language (SES/sim), which is based on C and
C++ and incorporates a number of extensions intended specifically for simulation
modeling. SES!sim does not require the use of SES/design, although it is highly
recommended because it tremendously simplifies the design process. Finally, the
animated simulator, SES/scope provides a comprehensive graphical environment for
observing, inspecting, and fine-tuning executing simulation models. Workbench provides
many built-in features and also is easily extendable (i.e., programmable). One can specify
arbitrary C declarations, expressions, statements, and functions almost anywhere in a
Workbench model, thereby arbitrarily extending the expressiveness of the Workbench
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system. Because the SES/sim simulation language is a superset of C, the C statements
and expressions have access to the complete model state and statistics information
through pre-defined functions and variables.
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3.1.1 Workbench Basics
A Workbench model is composed of one or more sub-models. Each submode} is
represented by an extended directed graph. The basic components of a Workbench graph
are nodes, arcs, transactions, and resources. The terms "sub-model," "graph," and
"subgraph" generally are inter-changeable. Resources and transactions are not visible on
the graph.

Nodes
Each node in a Workbench model represents the manipulation (e.g., the
allocation or release) of a physical or logical resource or some other processing step in
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the transaction life. For example in a computer system model, a node could represent the
scheduling of a microprocessor, a system bus, or a disk drive. In a software model, a node
could represent a software module, a subprogram, or a process control action, such as the
forking of a process into subprocesses. Each Arc connects two nodes and is directed from
one node to the other. It represents a path along which a transaction can flow from one
node to another.
Resources

Each resource represents some physical or logical component for which
transactions (i.e., processes) compete. Some typical examples are processors, buses,
software schedulers, RAM, or database locks.
Transactions

Each transaction represents a process to be executed, data to be processed or
transferred, or a control signal to be acted upon. A Workbench model typically contains
many transactions executing in parallel. Transactions are not displayed in graphs until the
model is animated, when the Animated Simulator represents them graphically as
animation traces.
Specification Forms

Each node, arc, and resource has a form attached to it for specifying the particular
characteristics of that node, arc, or resource. Normally, these forms are hidden but can be
displayed and modified by clicking the mouse on the corresponding object.
Statistics

One can request the collection and reporting of a variety of performance statistics
of several classes. These classes are available for each node, submodel, and resource.
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Standard (built-in) and user-defined statistics are available. These statistics generally are
collected and reported separately for each transaction category (and for all transactions
together). Where meaningful , Workbench reports the following for each statistic for each
class: minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation, and an optional histogram of
frequencies. The statistics classes available are as follows:

-

Interarrival -

The time between anivals of successive transactions

-

Continuous -

An arbitrary, user-defined continuous (time-persistent) statistic

-

Discrete -

-

Population -

An arbitrary, user-defined discrete (nontime-persistent) statistic.
The number of transactions present at a node or in a model or sub-

model ;

-

Quantity -

The number of servers available at Service, Allocate, and Block

nodes; for a Resource node, the number of existing resources, which can be
different from the number available

Response -The time required for a transaction to pass through the object (or
from one object to another)

-

Qpopulation -The number of transactions in the queue waiting for service
Qresponse -

-

The time spent in the queue before receiving service

Utilization -The number of elements (servers or resources) in use.
Workbench provides a Statistics tool that allows to specify which statistics to

collect and report. For example, the Statistics tool can be used to request arbitrary pointto-point response times by drawing a Response arc from one node to another. The user
can assign names to each of the requested statistics . Transactions then can access the
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statistic values by name during the simulation.

3.1.2 COSIM
To allow the use of other simulation tools with Workbench, there is a way
provided to interface other simulator models with the system-level Workbench model,
using cosimulation (coordinated simulation). This allows Workbench models to be
simulated dynamically with other simulators or real time monitors. Each model is
maintained and simulated within its own respective simulation environ.ment. The
simulators can exchange data while maintaining coordinated time advancements.
Cosimulation of Workbench with other simulators is a capability that provides support
for a variety of design problems and design methodologies, such as: conditional
workload/test vector generation (when the unit under design has effects on the design
environment), hardware/software codesign and distributed simulation of Workbench
models, etc. Requirements of the cosimulation system:
Machines running the simulation should be connected on the network with a
use having login privileges
C language interface is required on the foreign simulator.
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Figure 7 Design of the cosimulation system

Figure 7 shows the design of a cosimulation system, It consists of the Workbench
model foreign simulator model, cosimulation interface specification and generated
cosimulation interface models. The cosimulating models are created by the user and
optionally use the cosimulation constructs. The following steps are needed to effectively
use COSIM [10];
1. If the foreign simulator provides a way to add objects to its Run-Time

Library, a one-time task of adding the supplied user functions to the
foreign simulator to support cosimulation with Workbench is performed.
Otherwise, the object is linked in while building the foreign simulator
model.
2. The interconnection between the cosimulating models is specified using
the Cosimulation Interface node in SES/design. Cosimulation information
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(e.g., commands for starting the foreign simulator, time resolution
between the two cosimulating models, synchronization period for the
cosimulation link, and connections between the two models) is specified
in this node.
3. The provided cosimulation functions optionally are used in the models to
send or receive data and control the cosimulation activity.
4. The Workbench model executable is built. The build process generates the
cosimulation interface modules for the foreign simulator.
5. The generated cosimulation interface modules are included in the foreign
simulator model, and the foreign model executable is built by linking the
cosimulation objects.
6. The Workbench model runs in animation or non-animation mode. The
foreign simulator model also can run in an interactive or non-interactive
mode.
7. At the end of Workbench simulation, the foreign simulator is brought
down. Statistical results from the simulation are stored in the Workbench
report files.
In the cosimulation system, there always is a Workbench model that has access to
the cosimulation specification. There can be several foreign simulator models connected
to the Workbench model through cosimulation. The limit on the number of foreign
simulator models in version 3.3 is set to 10. The developer can exchange data using the
cosimulation constructs only between the Workbench model and foreign simulator
models but not between two foreign simulators. The Workbench model also is referred to
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as the "main" Workbench model, if another Workbench model is used as the foreign
model. Some characteristics of these models are as follows:
The main Workbench model in cosimulation has the following characteristics:
1. Has the Cosimulation Specification node attached to it.

2. Generates the cosimulation interface files for the foreign models using the
cosimulation specifications.
3. When run, invokes the foreign models.
4. It exchanges data (send or get) with the foreign simulator models.
5. It can stop execution of the foreign model.
6. It can change the synchronization period dynamically.
The foreign simulator model has the following characteristics:
1. It can be a V✓ orkbench, Objectbench, or any other simulator model.

2. It includes the cosimulation interface modules generated by the main
Workbench model.
3. It links with the cosimulation libraries.
4. It is invoked by the main Workbench model and can exchange data (send
or get) with the main Workbench model.

3 .2 ObjecTime
Modeling and simulation of an object-01iented real time system can be achieved
by a software package called ObjecTime [11]. ObjecTime is designed for the rapid
prototyping of distributed, event driven systems using asynchronous and synchronous
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communications. It can be also used for the development of efficient implementations for
execution on the target real time platforms. It provides tools for capturing requirements,
and designing, executing, debugging, and documenting designs. The tools are all
integrated within the development environment. ObjecTime operates on the principle that
systems are designed more quickly and reliably by reusing existing software components
than by creating new software. ObjecTime software is now known as Rational Rose
Realtime [12], after the acquisition of ObjecTime Ltd. by the Rational Corporation.
The overall structure of ObjecTime system is presented in Figure 8.

ObjecT:irrie Toolset
C or C++
Code
Execute and
Debug

Simulation Services
Library

Executable lv.fodel

Executable Model

Target Services Library

Target Services Library

Unix and Windows NT Platform

Target Real-Time
Platform

Figure 8 ObjecTime System

3.2.1 Actors
ObjecTime uses the principles of object-01iented design to design and simulate
real-time systems. This allows designers to create components that correspond directly to
things in the real world application domain. To model structural entities ObjecTime uses
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components called actors and they are the main units of design. Actors have the
following properties:
Potentially concurrent.
Communicate by sending messages.
Are encapsulated.
Have a structure.
Can have a behavior.
Actor classes' definitions consist primarily of structure and behavior. Structure
defines the actor's composition and communication paths, while behavior defines the way
it reacts to external stimuli. Actors communicate and interact with other actors by sending
messages. Each actor has a set of messages to which it will respond. A design represents
an overaJl system, and each actor is a part of the system. The overall behavior of the
system is the sum of the behavior of all its interacting components. The internal details
of an actor are invisible to other actors.
ObjecTime allows creating actors using actor classes or templates. These serve as
templates for creating actors of a specific type. All actors have a class specification. Two
or more actors of the same typ·e used in a design are said to be references of the same
actor class. Composite actor class definitions contain references to other actor classes. A
reference is instantiated at run-time as one or more objects of the referenced class. These
run-time actor objects are referred to as incarnations. This is a way of simplifying designs

by allowing complex actors to be decomposed into simpler actors.
Decomposition is an important principle in ObjecTime. An actor's-decomposition
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is described by its structure. Structure is defined in the actor's class specification. The
structure captures the communication and containment relationships among system
components. The components of a system must have a way of reacting to system events.
They must also have a way of communicating with other components in or outside the
system.
The actor's behavior is specified via a Finite State Machine (FSM), which defines
how the actor responds to incoming messages . When an actor receives a message, a
transition may occur causing the FSM to perform a specific action, and possibly move to
a new state. The behavior specifies actions to be performed when a transition occurs.
Actions can include sending messages, performing computations, changing the values of
local variables, and accessing lower-layer services.

3.2.2 Ports
Actors communicate and interact through ports and bindings. Figure 9 shows the
interaction between two encapsulated actors through ports. A port is a reference to a
protocol class which defines the set of messages that a port is permitted to send and
receive. The binding is a connection between the ports that channels the communication
or interaction. Ports are attached externally to the interface of an actor's structure or
internally for communication within the actor.
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Figure 9 Ports and Bindings

The set of ports of an actor defines its interface or type. Messages are the so]e
means of communication between actors, are sent and received through ports. Figure 10
shows the valid sequence for sending messages.
A protocol definition represents the following:
A set of valid message signal names and their direction
A data type associated with each signal
and, potentially includes the following: a set of valid message exchange
sequences, as well as an expected quality of service expectation
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Invoke

Figure 10 Valid Message sequence and definition

There are two kinds of ports: interface ports and internal ports. An interface port
is one that appears on the external boundary of an actor. Interface ports can send and
receive messages to and from the rest of the system. Internal ports are used by aggregate
(container) actors to communicate with their contained actors. Internal ports are not part
of an actor's interface. They are part of its internal structure.
There are two different kinds of ports that can be used in creating the structure of
an actor: end ports and relay ports. An end p011 is a port on which the actor can directly
send and receive messages. The actor processes any messages received on an end port.
Likewise, the actor can send messages out to other actors through its end ports. Relay
ports are used to simply forward messages to and from contained actors. Actors do not
directly process messages received on relay ports. Similarly, actors cannot themselves
send messages out through relay ports. A relay port is a "pass-through" device, which
allows an actor to delegate the work of handling messages on a particular interface to one
of its components.
To allow messages to be sent between two ports, a binding must connect the
ports. The binding represents the link between two ports. Usually only ports of the same
protocol class are connected together. If two ports of the same protocol are bound
together, and the protocol is not symmetric (that is, its 'In' set is different from its 'Out'
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set), then one of the ports must be conjugated.
Figure 11 shows the relationship between actors, ports and data objects. A data
object is in some ways similar to an actor: Considered to have a single, implicit port on
its interface, it is passive and always executes within the thread of control of an actor. A
data class defines a data type and the valid operations on it. A variety of different base
data types are supported which are based on language independent types. Data objects
can also be sent and received by actors using messages. The data in a message is
processed by the behavior of the receiving actor. Like actors and protocols, classes
specify data objects.
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Figure 11 Messages and Data Objects

3 .2.3 ObjecTime and the C++ Language
ObjecTime supports the creation of graphical models based on the ROOM
method [13] and execution and debugging of those models in the Simulation and Target
Run-Time System. The ObjecTime Target Run-Time System provides a ROOM Virtual
Machine, which runs on several of the most popular Real-Time Operating Systems
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(RTOS). Using the toolset's code generation capabilities and integration with C++
language environments, developers can create a model within the toolset and generate
and link the model as an application that runs directly on the target platform. ObjecTime
Developer supports a detailed level of modeling in which low-level detailed behavior is
captured. Quite often there is a need for variables and temporary storage of data in the
detailed level code. These variables and data elements are typically not architecturally
significant, and so are not appropriately represented as actors within the system.
ObjecTime provides facilities for creating data classes for use in the detail level
coding. The basic data modeling facility allows language and platform-independent data
classes to be created and passed transparently between actors in an ObjecTime model.
Two of the three languages supported by ObjecTime (C++ and RPL) also have their own
set of data types, which are used for various purposes. C++ code can be added to a
variety of behavioral elements in a ROOM model. The abstract behavior of ROOM
components (actors) is described as a graphical Finite State Machine (FSM), which
shows the allowable sequence of events that the actor can process. In order to actually
carry out useful activity, detailed code must be added to the states and transitions that
make up the FSM model to perform the "actions" required to respond to the incoming
events.

3.3 VxWorks/Tornado
Most of the operating systems, like for instance Unix or Windows, are excellent
for program development and for many interactive applications. However, they are not
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appropriate for real-time applications, which require the delivery of response within a
bounded time. On the other hand, traditional real-time operating systems provide poor
environments for application development or for non-real-time components of an
application, such as a graphical user interface.
The philosophy of the VxWorks/Tornado system is to use both a real-time
operating system kernel and a development-oriented operating system environment, each
one being used for what it does best. VxWorks handles the real-time chores on the target
system, while the host machine and Tornado are used for program development and for
applications that are not time-critical (Figure 12).

3.3.1 Tornado
Tornado [14] is an integrated environment for software crossdevelopment, providing an efficient way to develop real-time and embedded applications
with minimal intrusion on the target system. The Tornado environment comprises the
following parts:
-

The VxWorks run-time system: a high-performance, scalable, real-time
operating system kernel, which executes on the target processor;

-

A set of application-building tools (compilers and associated programs) and
interactive development tools;

-

A full range of host-target communications options : Ethernet, serial line, in
circuit emulator (ICE), and ROM emulator.

The Tornado [14] interactive development tools include:
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The launcher, an integrated target-management utility;
The browser, a collection of visualization aids to monitor the target system;
Cross Wind, a graphically enhanced version of the GDB source-level
debugger;
WindSh, a C-language command shell that controls the target;
WindConfig, a graphical tool for configuring VxWorks features.
The Tornado environment is designed to provide this full range of productivity
features regardless of whether the target is resource-rich or highly resource-constrained.
All of the Tornado tools are host-based, and require no additional target resources. In
addition, all the tools connect to the target through a central server that handles all the
communications with the target. The Tornado environment is designed to provide the full
range of features regardless of whether the target is resource-rich or resource-constrained.
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Tornado facilities execute primarily on a host system, with shared access to host36

based dynamic linker and symbol table for a remote target system. Figure 12 illustrates
the relationships between the principal interactive host components of Tornado and the
target system. The target server and target agent mediates communication between the
host tools and VxWorks. Fast incremental downloads of application code are linked
dynamically with the VxWorks operating system and are thus available for symbolic
interaction with minimal delay. A unified macro language called Tel provides a
consistent environment for customization across the entire range of graphical Tornado
development tools and the shell.

3.3.2 Cross Development with Tornado
With Tornado, one can use the cross-development host to manage project
files, to edit, compile, link, and store real -ti me code, to configure the VxWorks operating
system, as well as to run and debug real-time code on the target while under host-system
control. To understand this environment more clearly, it is useful to outline the typical
development process.
The hardware in a typical development environment includes one or more
networked development host systems and one or more embedded target systems. A
number of alternatives exist for connecting the target system to the host, but usually the
connection is either an Ethernet or serial link. If hardware or hardware-specific code is
not initially available, the integrated VxWorks target simulator can be used to begin
application development. A typical host development system is fully equipped with large
amounts of RAM and disk space, backup media, printers, and other peripherals. In
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contrast, a typical target system has only the resources required by the real-time
application, and perhaps some small amount of additional resources for testing and
debugging. The target may include no more than a CPU with on-chip RAM and a serial
I/0 channel (although connections with higher throughput are generally desirable).
Application modules in C or C++ are compiled with the cross-compiler provided
as part of Tornado. These application modules can draw on the VxWorks run-time
libraries to accelerate application development. A fundamental advantage of the Tornado
environment is that the application modules do not need to be linked with the run-time
system libraries or even with each other. Instead, Tornado can load the relocatable object
modules directly, using the symbol tables in each object module to resolve external
symbol references dynamically. In Tornado, this symbol table resolution is done by the
target server (which executes on the host). With Tornado, object-module sizes are
considerably smaller during development, in contrast with other environments. This is
because there is no requirement to link the application fully. This advantage provides
important leverage in a cross-development environment: the less data to be downloaded,
the shorter the development cycle.
Dynamic linking mean_s that it makes sense for even partially completed modules
to be downloaded for incremental testing and debugging. The host-resident Tornado shell
and debugger can then be used interactively to invoke and test either individual
application routines or complete tasks. Tornado maintains a complete host-resident
symbol table for the target. This symbol table is incremental: the server incorporates
symbols as it downloads each object module. One can examine variables, call
subroutines, spawn tasks, disassemble code in memory, set breakpoints, trace subroutine
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calls, and so on, all using the original symbolic names.

In addition, the Tornado development environment includes the Cross Wind
debugger, which allows developers to view and debug applications in the original source
code. Setting breakpoints, single-stepping, examining structures, and so on, is all done at
the source level, using a convenient graphical interface.

3. 3. 3 V xWorks Constructs
Modern real-time systems are based on the complementary concepts of
multitasking and intertask communications. A multitasking environment allows a realtime application to be constructed as a set of independent tasks, each with its own thread
of execution and set of system resources. The intertask communication facilities allow
these tasks to synchronize and communicate in order to coordinate their activity. The
POSIX standard for real-time extensions (1003.lb) specifies a set of interfaces to kernel
facilities. To improve application portability, the VxWorks kernel, wind, includes both
POSIX interfaces and interfaces designed specifically for VxWorks.

3.3.3.1 Tasks
It is often essential to organize applications into independent, though cooperating,
programs. Each of these programs, while executing, is called a task. In VxWorks, tasks
have immediate, shared access to most system resources, while also maintaining enough
separate contexts to maintain individual threads of control. Multitasking provides the
fundamental mechanism for an _application to control and react to multiple, discrete real-
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world events.
The VxWorks real-time kernel, wind, provides the basic multitasking
environment. Multitasking creates the appearance of many threads of execution running
concurrently when, in fact, the kernel interleaves their execution on the basis of a
scheduling algorithm. Each apparently independent program is called a task. Each task
has its own context, which is the CPU environment and system resources that the task
sees each time it is scheduled to run by the kernel. On a context switch, a task's context is
saved in the task control block (TCB). In VxWorks, one important resource that is not
part of a task's context is memory address space: all code executes in a single common
address space. Multitasking requires a scheduling algorithm to allocate the CPU to ready
tasks. Priority-based preemptive scheduling is the default algorithm in wind, but you can
select round robin scheduling for your applications as well. Some VxWorks routines used
in this project are listed below:
kemelTimeSlice( ): Control round-robin scheduling.
taskPrioritySet( ): Change the priority of a task.
taskLock( ): Disable task rescheduling.
taskUnlock(): Enable task res~heduling.
taskSpawn( ): Spawn (create and activate) a new task.
tasklnit( ): Initialize a new task.
taskActivate( ): Activate an initialized task.
taskName( ): Get the task name associated with a task ID.
taskNameTold( ): Look up the task ID associated with a task name.
taskldSelf( ): Get the calling task's ID.
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taskldVerify( ): Verify the existence of a specified task.
exit(): Terminate the calling task and free memory
taskDelete( ): Terminate a specified task and free memory
taskSuspend( ): Suspend a task.
taskResume( ): Resume a task.
taskRestart( ): Restart a task.
taskDelay( ): Delay a task; delay units are ticks.
nanosleep( ): Delay a task; delay units are nanoseconds.
The POSIX 1003.lb scheduling routines, provided by schedPxLib and they are
listed below. These routines let users use a portable interface to get and set task priority,
get the scheduling policy, get the maximum and minimum priority for tasks, and if roundrobin scheduling is in effect, get the length of a time slice.
sched_setpararn( ): Set a task's priority.
sched_getparam( ): Get the scheduling parameters for a specified task.
sched_setscheduler( ): Set scheduling policy and parameters for a task.
sched_yield( ):Relinquish the CPU.
sched_getscheduler( ): Get the_current scheduling policy.
sched_get_priority_max( ): Get the maximum priority.
sched_get_priority_min( ): Get the minimum priority.
sched_rr_get_interval( ): If round-robin scheduling, get the time slice length.

3.3 .3.2 Intertask Communication

The complement to the multitasking routines described in the Tasks is the
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intertask communication facilities. These facilities permit independent tasks to coordinate
their actions. VxWorks supplies a rich set of intertask communication mechanisms,
including shared memory, for simple sharing of data, semaphores, for basic mutual
exclusion and synchronization, Message queues and pipes, for intertask message passing
within a CPU, sockets and remote procedure calls, for network-transparent intertask
communication and signals, for exception handling.

Semaphores

VxWorks semaphores are highly optimized and provide the fastest intertask
communication mechanism in VxWorks. Semaphores are the primary means for
addressing the requirements of both mutual exclusion and task synchronization:

For mutual exclusion, semaphores interlock access to shared resources.
They provide mutual exclusion with finer granularity than either interrupt
disabling 9r preemptive locks.
For synchronization, semaphores coordinate a task's execution with
external events.

POSIX defines both named and unnamed semaphores, which have the same
properties, but use slightly different interfaces. The POSIX semaphore library provides
routines for creating, opening, and destroying both named and unnamed semaphores. The
POSIX semaphore routines provided by semPxLib are shown below.

semPxLiblnit( ): Initialize the POSIX semaphore library (non-POSIX).
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sem_init( ): Initialize an unnamed semaphore.
sem_destroy( ): Destroy an unnamed semaphore.
sem_open( ): Initialize/open a named semaphore.
sem_close( ): Close a named semaphore.
sem_unlink( ): Remove a named semaphore.
sem_ wait( ): Lock a semaphore.
sem_trywait( ): Lock a semaphore only if it is not already locked.
sem_post( ): Unlock a semaphore.
sem_getvalue( ): Get the value of a semaphore.

Message Queues
Modem real-time applications are constructed as a set of independent but
cooperating tasks. Vvhile semaphores provide a high-speed mechanism for the
synchronization and interlocking of tasks, often a higher-level mechanism is necessary to
allow cooperating tasks to communicate with each other. In VxWorks, the primary
intertask communication mechanism within a single CPU is message queues. Message
queues allow a variable number of messages, each of variable length, to be queued. Any
task or ISR can send messag~s to a message queue. Any task can receive messages from .
a message queue. Multiple tasks can send to and receive from the _same message queue.
The POSIX message queue routines, provided by mqPxLib, are shown below.
These routines are similar to Wind message queues, except that POSIX message queues
provide named queues and messages with a range of priorities.
mqPxLibinit() Initialize the POSIX message queue library (non-POSIX).
mq_open( ) Open a message queue.
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mq_close( ): Close a message queue.
mq_unlink( ): Remove a message queue.
mq_send( ): Send a message to a queue.
mq_receive( ): Get a message from a queue.
mq_notify( ): Signal a task that a message is waiting on a queue.
mq_setattr( ): Set a queue attribute.
mq_getattr( ): Get a queue attribute.

Signals
VxWorks supports a software signal facility. Signals asynchronously alter the
control flow of a task. Any task or ISR can raise a signal for a particular task. The task
being signaled immediately suspends its current thread of execution and executes the
task-specified signal handler routine the next time it is scheduled to run. The signal
handler executes in the receiving task's context and makes use of that task's stack. The
signal handler is invoked even if the task is blocked.
signal( ): Specify the handler associated with a signal.
kill( ): Send a signal to a task.
raise( ): Send a signal to yourself.
sigaction( ): Examine or set the signal handler for a signal.
sigsuspend( ): Suspend a task until a signal is delivered.
sigpending( ): Retrieve a set of pending signals blocked from delivery.
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CHAPTER 4 IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURE

This chapter deals with the implementation of the software, which this thesis
proposes. The actual application is broken down into 2 parts:
-

The simulation itself, using the 3 tools, SES/workbench, ObjecTime and
VxWorks. Essentially this is what works in the background and a user
doesn't need to know how this system works.

-

The web interface based on a CGI script and a Java Application. This is
the part visible to the user and through which the user enters data and
views the results.

4.1 Simplified Architecture
The combination of all three tools has been used to implement a simple problem of
distributed real-time simulation, which·involves:
-

SES/workbench doing an offline simulation

-

VxWorks supplying real-time data to SES/workbench

ObjecTime providing a user interface to the simulation and supplying parameter data
to workbench.
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Figure 13 Simplified Architecture

The general architecture of the distributed simulation is presented in Figure 13. Task
Al , running on VMEPPCNxWorks platform is simulating a sensor. It generates a random
integer every 20 milliseconds. Task A2 also running on VMEbusNxWorks is simulating
another sensor. It generates a random integer in intervals, whose length is between 10 to 1000
milliseconds. Both task Al and A2 send the data to SES/workbench for processing.
SES/workbench accepts all the incoming data and executes the simulation in fixed
time intervals, which can be changed between some minimum value and a maximum value. It
is also storing the simulation results. These two functions are conceptually divided into tasks
B and C. Sample SES/workbench model of the core simulation is shown in Appendix.
Task D running in ObjecTime, executes an independent simulation and provides a
user interface. It sends periodically to SES/workbench updates about communication traffic
in ObjecTime simulation. The user can obtain the recent data from SES/workbench by typing
a Display command at the prompt. If the user types in a Quit command, Task D will
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terminate all the tasks, including itself. For the termination to work properly, each time data
is transferred, the target processor will tell the source processor whether to send again. For
example, each time Task Al sends a random number to Task B, it will get a feedback,
indicating whether to send data again. All data transfers among tasks have been implemented
using sockets.

4.2 Web Wrapper
The web wrapper for the simulation provides a web interface from which a user
can input data to the simulation and visualize the simulation results in a Java Applet. The
wrapper consists of 2 parts, the CGI application to input data to the simulation and the
Java Applet to visualize the results. Figure 14 shows the web wrapper architecture.
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Figure 14 Web Wrapper Architecture
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4.3.1 CGI Application
CGI (Common Gateway Interface) is a protocol that allows client computers to talk
to servers. CGI is not an actual program, which runs on the user's computer but a standard
for information servers to communicate with other programs. It allows a web page and web
server, to communicate with one another.
CGI adds interactivity and dynamic content to the website. The most common
applications which are written using CGI are simple order confirmation scripts, collecting of
user information and storing it in a database, to processing orders online. CGI is the most
common of server side technologies. Almost every web server in the world provides support
for CGI programs. A CGI program can be written in a variety of languages, Perl being the
most popular.

Gateway
Programs
HTTP
Request

WWW Client
HTTP Web Server

HTTP
Response

Figure 15 CGI Request and Response overview

Figure 15 shows the principle of CGI operation and the individual steps are listed
below:
1. The user fills out a simple HTML form at the client side and hits the
submit button.
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2. The browser requests the URL in the Action tag of the form, and passes all
the data along with the request, using a POST or GET method. For
example.
<HTML>

<FORM METHOD= "POST" ACTION= "mma/cgi-bin/trial.pl">
3. The server receives the package and checks to make sure that CGI
programs are allowed to run on the server.
4. The server checks if the CGI programs are placed in the appropriate cgibin directory as configured by the server.
5. The server launches a sub process to run the program (an executable or a
script) in the operating system.
6. The script runs and returns an HTML response, usually in the form of a
dynamically created Web page.
7. The response is passed back to the server, which then packages it up in an
HTTP response, including all appropriate headers and tags.
8. The server passes the whole response, back to the browser, which displays

it to the user.
The CGI programs are most often written in Perl. Designed to be programmerfriendly and platform-neutral, Perl is a high-level, general-purpose scripting language that
makes easy and medium-hard tasks easy and seriously non-trivial tasks possible. Perl has
become the language of choice across all platforms for programmers engaged in rapid
prototyping, system utilities, software tools, system management tasks, data base access,
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graphical programming, and World Wide Web programming. It has been developed in
1986 as a configuration management control system for computers and was initially
released for the UNIX platform. Later on various "ports" for different operating systems
were developed. In general, Perl scripts are executed by the server, unlike other programs
written in Javascript or Java, which are executed by the client (generally a browser like
Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator). Perl with the use of modules can connect to
complex database systems, such as MySQL and Oracle. Perl has a lot of text
manipulation features and pattern matching thus making it ideal for CGI scripting.
The Perl script used in this thesis is a simple program which reads the user input
from a simple HTML form and outputs the data in a text file and then runs the offline
simulator, SES/workbench. Workbench reads the text file and produces output based on
the input values. The simulation running in the thesis is a transaction based Ethernet
simulation.

4.3.2 Java Applet
Figure 16 shows the screenshot of the entire web wrapper application, page is
divided into 2 frames. The upper frame is a simple form, which provides input to the
system, handled by a Perl script, as described in the previous section.
The SES/workbench simulator in turn produces results in a text file, which are
then plotted using the Java applet in the lower frame . A Java applet is a program that
adh~res to certain conventions that allow it to run within a Java-enabled browser. The
classes and methods used in the applet are listed below. The entire source code can be
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found in the Appendix.

Public Class CurvePiotter: Base class
java.lang.Object

I

+--java.awt.Component

I

+--java.awt.Container

I

+--java.awt.Panel

I
+--java.applet.Applet

I

+--CurvePlotter
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Method Summary
void destroy(): Destroy Applet
java.lang.String getAppletlnfo(): Overridden Applet Info
void init(): Init Applet
static void main(java.lang.String[] args) : Main Entry Point
void start(): Start Applet
void stop(): Stop Applet

Class CurveCanvas: Used to setup up the plot area
java.lang.Object

I

+--java.awt.Cornponent

I

+--java.awt.Canvas

I

+--CurveCanvas

Method Summary
void paint(java.awt.Graphics g): Used to paint the axis and the plot area
void redraw(boolean filled, double a): Used to draw the new plot
void ShowA1Tow(java.awt.Graphics g, int txl, int tyl, int direction): Used to plot the
arrows on the axes.

Class PlotControls: Used to setup the Plot Controls.
java.lang.Object

I
+--java.awt.Cornponent

I
+--java.awt.Container

I

+--java.awt.Panel

I

+--PlotControls
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Class FiletoArray: Used to setup the input data file.

java.lang.Object

I

+--FiletoArray

Constructor Summary:
FiletoArray(java.net.URL filename): Constructor of class.
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4.4 System Design
After initial design of the simplified architecture and testing with the web wrapper
interface we can now design the full system architecture for the heterogeneous
simulation. Figure 17 shows the general architecture of a web based simulation
environment.

VM E Powe
running
VxWork

In t ernet

~--------------------------►

~----·-- -------

·C O S IM

HTTP

Figure 17 Proposed Design
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The architecture consists of the following components:
Client Application: This is an HTML page, consisting of a HTML form, which provides
input to the simulation system, and a Java applet, which provides a GUI to the user
through which the simulation results can be viewed.
Server Application: This is a Perl script, which will accept connections and data from the
client apphcation through the Web server. It will send signals to control the
SES/Workbench simulation and run it in a batch mode.
SES/Workbench Simulator: It accepts connections from the sever application. The whole
simulation control is in SES/Workbench i.e Timing and control signals are derived
internally. SES/Workbench connects to the other simulators using the COSIM interface.
ObjecTime Simulator: It accepts connections from SES/Workbench through the
cosimulation interface. It responds to the SES/Workbench signals and send back signals
using the cosim interface. This simulator executes models in real-time.
VxWorks Real-Time Simulator: It accepts connections from SES/Workbench through the
cosimulation interface. It responds to the SES/Workbench signals and sends signals back
using the COSIM. VxWorks is simulating real-time data of a sensor.
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CHAPTER 5 EXPERIMENTS

This chapter describes the experiments conducted to evaluate the usefulness of the
proposed architecture. The experiments were broken down in two parts. First individual
connections were tested and evaluated for the Web interface, individual cosimulations,
and a single five-task problem. The results are discussed in section· 5.1. Next a
comprehensive case study of distributed embedded simulation [16] was implemented and
evaluated. The results are discussed in section 5.2.

5.1 Individual Cosimulations

5.1.1 Web Interface
Figure 18 shows the setup for testing the web interface. The web page contains
dyn,amic HTML and an input f_orm. The input form takes in data input as shown in Figure
19 that is, the number of transactions x, per number of time units, y. This data is fed to
Perl script, which sends it to a text file and starts the SES/workbench simulator. The
simulator reads the data and produces the transactions, which it feeds to a simple Ethernet
simulation. The numbers of transactions are the tokens produced by a particular
workstation connected to the Ethernet. The results are returned to the browser in a applet
graph that shows utilization versus time as illustrated in the lower part of Figure 19. For
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this particular case utilization increases with time.
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Figure 18 Web Simulation Environment
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Figure 19 Plot of Utilization in the Simple Ethernet Model
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5.1.2 COSIM with 2 Solaris Hosts Running SES/workbench
Figure 20 shows the basic setup for the COSIM interface with 2 Solaris hosts. A
simple client-server program is run to show the working of the system. The models
running inside SES/workbench are simple echo servers. The echo servers just send data,
-

e.g. integers to each other. Time delay is recorded between sending and receiving data.

Sending data via COSIM

.
-

Solaris
running
SES/workbench
(M onito r Node)

Solaris
running
SES/workbench

-

~

Sending data via COSIM

Figure 20 COSIM within Workbench

Figure 21 shows a plot of the response. The delay time of the foreign -simulator to echo
back to SES/workbench converges to the reference delay.
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Figure 21 Response of COSIM within workbench

·5 .1.3 CO SIM with SES/workbench and a C Application
Figure 22 shows the basic setup for the COSIM interlace with 1 Solaris host and a
C application working on another Solaris host. A simple client-server program is run to
show the working of the system. The model running inside SES/workbench is a simple
echo server and a similar server runs in the C program. The echo servers just send data,
e.g. integers to each other. Time delay is recorded between sending and receiving data.
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Figure 22 COSIM with workbench and Solaris C Simulator

Figure 23 shows the plot of the response. The delay time of the foreign simulator to echo
back to SES/workbench converges to the reference delay.
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Figure 23 Response of COSIM with SES/workbench vs RTM in Solaris
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5.1.4 SES/Workbench and VxWorks
Figure 24 shows the setup architecture for the COSIM interface with 1 Solaris
host and a C application working on a VxWorks target. A simple client-server program
is run to show the working of the system. The model running inside SES/workbench is a
simple echo server and a similar server runs on the VxWorks target. The echo servers just
send data, e.g. integers to each other. Time delay is recorded between sending and
receiving data.

Sending data via COSIM
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Solaris
running
SES/workbench
(Monitor Node)
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running
C Simulator

~
~

Sending data via COSIM

Figure 24 COSIM with workbench and VxWorks

Figure 25 shows the plot of the response. The delay time of the foreign simulator to echo
back to SES/workbench converges to the reference delay.
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Figure 25 Response of COSIM with SES/workbench vs RTM in VxWorks

5.1.5 SES/workbench and ObjecTime
Figure 26 shows the basic setup for the COSIM interface with 1 So1aris host and
an ObjecTime simulator. A simple client-server program is run to show the working of
the system. The model running inside SES/workbench is a simple echo server and, a
similar server runs on the ObjecTime simulator. The echo servers just send data, e.g.
integers to each other. Time delay is recorded between sending and receiving data.
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Figure 26 COSIM with workbench and ObjecTime
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Figure 27 shows the plot of the response. The delay time of the foreign simulator
to echo back to SES/workbench converges to the reference delay.
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5.1.6 Five Task Experiment
Figure 28 shows setup for the five-task experiment, as described in Section 4.1
A2
= w CNxWo,k, ~ .
':
: ,/

VM:EPPCNxWorks

,

SES/workbench

ObjecTirne

Figure 28 Five-Task Problem Architecture
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Figure 29 shows the plot of the response. Time delays were measure between
SES/workbench and both VxWorks simulations as well as betweem SES/workbench and
ObjecTime simulations.
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The results confirm that for the entire system the time delays converge as for the
individual cases studied in sections 5.1.2-5.1.5

5.2 Case Study
The case study consists of a training system developed for combat vehicles, which
is part of the INVEST project [16]. Its purpose is to use the combat vehicle itself for
training, instead of developing separate training rooms for the crew, which would cost
much more. Another objective is to increase flexibility of the training system, since
through an interface between the combat vehicle and the training system, virtual
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environments can be generated for the purpose of embedded training, mission rehearsal,
battlefield visualization, command coordination and simulation based acquisition.

5. 2 .1 Introduction
Figure 30 shows the basic block diagram of the 5 building blocks of the INVEST
[17] system. They are as follows:
APP - Applet Interface for user input and output
SMC - Simulation Management and Control
ITS - Intelligent Tutor and After Action Reporting
IG

- Image Generation System

CGF - Computer Generated Forces and Surrogate Communications.

Applet Interface

IG
VxW orks I

SMC
S ES/workbench

CGF
ObjecTime

Figure 30 Case Study
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ITS
VxW orks II

These four internal modules make up the so-called B-Kit. Communication
between respective modules is done through events and messages. The events/messages
that go around from one module to the other and the resulting impact on the other
modules are defined in the B-Kit Interprocess Communication Description [18] and the
Embedded Simulation A-Kit to B-Kit Interface Control Document [19]. These documents
contain the exact format in which the messages/events need to be passed around. The
contents of the messages/events are also given. Each has its own structure consisting of
different data types.
The SMC is the only module with access to the external world through sockets
[17]. Although the IG also has access to the outside, this access is used only for video
streams to the operator such as the commander and the gunner, and is not possible to be
modeled in the tool being used. The actual messages/events can only be passed through
the SMC, which is the only way the model is supposed to communicate (messages/data)
with the outside. The other three modules can only 'talk' to each other through the SMC.
As shown in Figure 30, the SMC is running on SES/workbench as it is the heart
of the system, the IG and ITS run on VxWorks as they are real-time processes and the
CGF will run on ObjecTime as ObjecTime has been used before for modeling this case
study [16]

5.2.2 Performance Evaluation
The performance of the system can be evaluated by simulating the SMC as a
server, which serves 9 clients delivering 9 types of messages [19] according to the ICS
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Specifications (see Table 1) . Figure 31 shows the arrangement of the SMC server and its
various clients.
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Figure 31 Arrangement of SMC and its clients

New tokens representing the arrival of messages are created according to the
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message frequency, as listed in Table 1. All this data is fed to the SMC server, which has
various queuing disciplines attached and various priority levels attached to each of the
messages.

Table 1 Clients to the SMC server

Number

Name

Frequency

Data

Priority

1

Embedded_Simulation_Control_State_Data

1 Hz

Simulation_State

Low

2

Gun_Sight_Control_LOS_Angle_Data

30Hz

LOS_Angle

Low

3

Gun_Sight_Control_LOS_Rate_Data

30Hz

LOS_Rate

Low

4

Independent_Sight_Control_LOS_Angle_Data

30Hz

LOS_Angle

Low

5

Independent_Sight_Control_LOS_Rate_Data

30Hz

LOS_Rate

Low

6

Mobility_Control_Dri ving_Data

10 Hz

Drive_Info

Low

7

Mobility_Control_N avigation_Data

3GHz

Nav_Info

Low

8

Weapon_Contro]_Ballistics_Data

lOHz

W eapon_Info

Low

9

Weapon_Control_Gun_Offset_Data

3GHz

Gun_Info

Low

10

Non_Periodic_Data

Low IOHz

Message_Info
High lOOHz

To study the performance of the system, simulations are carried by adding nonperiodic events, as well. Non-periodic events are injected with the shortest assumed interarrival times, to imitate the worst-case behavior. This is modeled by including additional
periodic clients with corresponding arrival rate. This arrangement allows us to model the
complete system. The simulations show the system load represented by the queue length
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High

versus arrival rate. The service is modeled by:
Exponential distribution with mean service time 2.0
Uniform distribution with mean service time 1.0
Exponential distribution with mean service time 0.5
The results obtained are presented in the following sections.

5.2.2.1 Simulation with Periodic Traffic Only
First the SMC server is simulated without non-periodic traffic. The results are
presented in Figure 32. It shows queue saturation depending on arrival rates for various
mean service times.
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Figure 32 Queue Length vs Arrival Rate for Periodic Data Only
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5.2.2.2 Simulation with Low Non-Periodic Traffic
Next the SMC server is simulated with low non-periodic traffic (10 Hz). The
results are presented in Figure 33. It shows that inserting non-periodic traffic with higher
priority than periodic traffic changes the shape of the queue length curves. For
exponential distribution of the service time the curves shows oscillations around the
saturation point. This behavior is related to the instability of the studied network. Arrival
rates show fluctuations because of injecting the high priority non-periodic traffic and
return to normal when non-periodic traffic stops.
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Figure 33 Queue Population vs Arrival Rate for Low Non-periodic Traffic Conditions
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5.2.2.3 Simulation with High Non-Periodic Traffic
Finally, the SMC server is simulated with high non-periodic traffic (100 Hz). The
results are presented in Figure 34. It shows network instability even more explicitly than
the results obtained for low non-periodic traffic (Figure 33). The curves show even more
deformation than those in Figure 33, because of high priority tokens of non-periodic
traffic always pre-empt the periodic ones in the SMC queue.
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5.2.2.4 Simulation of Non-Periodic Traffic with Varying Service Time
In this experiment the SMC server is simulated with non-periodic and periodic
traffic for varying mean service time.
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Figure 35 Queue Lengths vs. Mean Service Time

The graph in Figure 35 shows that having a data node generating non-:periodic
traffic with higher priority and short inter-arrival time will cause the queue to saturate
faster than in a network with a non-periodic data node and longer inter-arrival time. A
network without any non-periodic traffic saturates· even slower.
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5.3.2.5 Simulation with Varying Number of Servers
In this series of experiments the SMC module traffic is simulated for three cases,
periodic traffic only, low non-periodic traffic and high non-periodic traffic with the
numbers of servers varied from 1 and 2 to 4. Respective graphs are presented in Figures
36-38.
Periodic Traffic Only. In this experiment the SMC module server is simulated with
periodic traffic for, the number of servers varied from 1 and 2 to 4._T he results are
presented in Figure 36.
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Figure 36 Queue Length vs. Arrival Rate for Periodic Traffic Only
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Low Non-Periodic Traffic. In this experiment the SMC module was simulated with low
non-periodic traffic for, the number of servers varied from 1 and 2 to 4.The results are
presented in Figure 37.
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Figure 37 Queue Length vs. Arrival Rate for Low Non-Periodic Traffic
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High Non-Periodic Traffic. In this experiment the SMC module was simulated with low
non-periodic traffic for, the number of servers varied from 1 and 2 to 4.The results are
presented in Figure 38.
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Figure 38 Queue Length vs. Arrival Rate for High Non-Periodic Traffic

The results of all three simulations (Figures 36-38) show that increasing the
number of servers allows handling of higher arrival rates but does not have significant
effect on queue lengths.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION

Modeling of a complicated distributed embedded simulation system before the
actual components are created and delivered has its advantages, like detection of
inconsistencies in the specifications, and helps in evaluating performance of the system
under design. But large distributed real-time systems, such as [7] or [11], cannot be
adequately modeled using only one tool, since each tool is based upon a particular, single
underlying theory, such as state charts, queuing theory or differential equations. To
correctly model such a complicated system a combination of theoretical principles would
be required.
Moreover to enhance the quality of the simulations done offline, it is necessary to
provide real-time input data, either from live processes or from alternate independent
simulations at the same time on another system. In this project, a combination of three
tools, SES/workbench, ObjecTime and VxWorks has been used to create a
comprehensive heterogeneous simulation system to meet these goals. Real-time live data
from VxWorks and real-time parameter changes from ObjecTime have been used by
SES/workbench to modify simulation runs accordingly. The biggest advantage of
providing real-time data to a batch (offline) simulator is that it begins to operate more
efficiently, nearly in real time.
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But there are some tradeoffs, which are associated with the complexity of a large
system:
The personnel have to have a wide array of software skills.
Initialization is more time consuming, hence simulations for short period of
times is not feasible.
A global clock for the entire simulation is possible using the COSIM
interface.
The performance evaluations carried out on a comprehensive case study of
distributed embedded simulation confirmed that the heterogeneous architecture is useful
in modeling complex systems. For example, involving real-time data and structural
models based on finite-state machines, running in real time, may assist in running
simulations to predict certain behaviors before they actually occur.
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APPENDIX A - Setting Up and Running COSIM
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The following section explains how COSIM is setup to run on different
hosts. The first section deals with setting up COSIM within 2 Solaris
hosts and the nex t section deals with setting it up with 1 Solaris host
and 1 VxWorks host. There are a few requirements which are common to
running COSIM on any host:
Machines connected by a network
Login Privileges on all machines. Ability to run 'rsh
<machine-name> command'
C Language Interface
Implementation of several functions

Section 1: Setting up COSIM for 2 Solaris hosts
Step 1: Setting up the System
Use source /home / c l asses2/gradu ate / mma / ses/sescsh_Workbench
Step 2: Building the Cosimulation system
gee -c <filenamel.c> -$Workbench/include
gee -o <filename2.exe> <filename2.c> <filenamel.o> I$Workbench/lib/sescosim.o -lm ·-lsocket -lnsl -lintl

Where filenamel.c is the modified template file and listed on the next
page. filename2.c is -the actual simulator source file.
Step 3: Create a command file called cmd_file. It is shown below
Step 4: At the command prompt do sesx r <catalog_name>.<model_name>.
Step 5: A new xterm window will open up. Type in cosim_cmd.
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Section 2: Setting up COSIM for 1 host running Solaris and 1 host
running VxWorks
Step 1: Setting up the System
Use source /home/classes2/graduate/rnrna/ses/sescsh_Workbench Setup the
SES /wo rkbench system.
Use source / home/classes2 / graduate / rnrna/VxWorks/VMEPPC/t2.csh Setup the
Tornado 2.0 system.
Step 2: Building the Cosimulation system

$
$
$
$

cmc
cmc
cmc
cmc

<sescosim_funcs.c> -I$Workbench/include
<sescosim_comm.c> -I$Workbench/include
<filenamel.c> -I$Workbench/include
<filename2.c> -I$Workbench/include

Where filenamel.c is the modified template file and listed on the next
page. filename2.c is the actual simulator source file.
Step 3: Create a command file called cmd_file.
Step 4: Build the rsh daemon and load it into the Mercury machine

$ telnet vrneppc0
-> cd "/home/classes2/graduate/rnrna/VxWorks/VMEPPC/rshd/"
-> ld < rshd.o
-> rshdinit (This will run the daemon)
-> ld < sescosim_ funcs.o
-> ld < sescosim_ comm.o
-> ld < filenamel.o
-> ld < filename2.o

Load the files in this order or else the program will not function.
Step 5: At the Solaris command prompt do

$ sesx r <catalog_name>.<model_name>. This will run both the
simulators.
Step 6: A new xterm window will open up type cosim_cmd in that window.
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APPENDIX B -Template File for Solaris and VxWorks
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/* sescosim_rtm.c */
static char Versionid[]
17:32:52 jay Exp$";

"$Id: sescosim_wb_ob.c,v 1.12.1.1 1995/02/15

/*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

** define: sescosim_wb_ob.c - Workbench/Objectbench specific foreign
simulator
**
cosimulation interface functions.
** author: scl 9/9/94
*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "sescosim.h"
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern

void* tr_post_root_hook();
void setvalue();
double c_gettime();
t_toc toe[];
void stop();
int wp_update();
double sync_period;
void sescosim_exit();

/* data passed to mod_and_upd function*/
typedef struct setvalue_data {
void *var_hand;
/* variable handle*/
void *value;
/* value pointer*/
int size;
/* size of the value arrived*/
} t_setvalue_data;

!*======---============================================================
**
**
**
**
**

define: c_exit: end simulation.
author: scl
input:
inform: exit routine for cosimulation. This function should call the
sescosim_exit function before calling the appropriate exit
**
routine for your simulator.

=---======================-----------==================================
*/

void
c exit ()
{

sescosim_exit();
fprintf ( stderr, "received stop signal from Workbench \n" )';
exit(0);

!*==-=============================-=======--------------===============
** define: c_exception: error reporting function.
** author: scl
** input:
level: level of error.
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msg
**
message to output.
**
inform: This function should report the error string taking
appropriate
**
action depending upon the error level.
**
error levels:
**
#define WARNING
1
**
#define ERROR
2
**
#define FATAL 3
**

-----------------------------------------------------====-=============
*!

void
c_exception (level, msg)
int level;
char *msg;

switch (level)
case FATAL :
fprintf(stderr, "SES/cosim - FATAL: %s\n",msg);
exit(2);
break;
case ERROR
fprintf(stderr, "SES/cosim - ERROR: %s\n",msg);
exit(2);
break;
case WARNING
fprintf (stderr, "SES/cosim - WARNING: %s\n" ,msg);
b reak;

!*========-============================================================
** define: c_time: returns the current simulation time.
** author: scl
** input:
** inform: This function should return the current simulation time in
double
**
format.

---====================================-------------------------------*/

double
c_time ()

extern double time;
return (time);

!*===================================--===----=====================--=** define: c setvalue: applies the specified value to the specified
object
** author: scl
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** input:
s_hand: pointer to the object in the simulator
value: pointer to the value
**
val_type: Type of value
**
can be:
**
S ZVAL: "z" value for the signal
**
S_XVAL: "x" value for the signal
**
S_VAL : value
**
length: length of the value
**
delay: delay from the current time after which to apply the
**
value
** inform: This function should set the value of the given object as
pointed
by the handle "var_hand" with appropriate delay as specified ·
**
by
parameter "delay".
**
*/

void
c_setvalue(var_hand, value, val_type, size, delay)
void *var_hand;
void *value;
int val_type;
int size;
double delay;
//t setvalue data *data;
switch (val_type)
case S ZVAL:
c_exception(FATAL, "Cannot apply z value");
break;
case S_XVAL:
c_exception(FATAL, "Cannot apply x value");
break;
case S_VAL:
memcpy(var_hand, value, size);
free (value);
break;
default:
c_exception(FATAL, "unrecognised value type inc setvalue");
break;

!*===============================--~-------===========================** define: setvalue: applies the specified value to the specified
object
**
issues an update to the value.
** author: scl
** input:
data: data as passes by c_setvalue
** inform: This function uses the data and sets the va1ue of the
variable
**
as pointed out by the structure "data". This is used by
c_setvalue.

========================= ' ======-========-----------------------------*/
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void
setvalue (data)
t_setvalue_data *data;
extern int g_batch;
memcpy(data->var_hand, data->value, data->size);
#ifdef SESCOSIM_WB
/* check if the simulation has started - go has been called in
workbench*/
if (g_batch)
(void)wp_update(data->var_hand);
#endif
free(data->value);
free(data);

/*===-==-=============================================================** define: c_getvalue: this function is when workbench uses get_value
to get
**
the value of a variable.
* * author: scl
this is the index to the table of connections which
** input:
index
is needed
**
by send_to_wb.
**
var_hand: handle of the variable whose value is to be passed.
** inform: This function should get the value of the given object as
pointed
by the handle "var_hand" and call send_to_wb to send the value
**
**
to workbench.
*/

void
c_getvalue (index, var_hand)
int index;
void* var_hand;

/* index is pa~sed as it is to send_to_wb.
sync__period is the delay after which the value will be applied
in
the workbench simulator. This is passed to avoid generation of
run
time warnings in the workbench simulator.
For workbench as the foreign _ simulator the var_hand is the
pointer
to the variable and can be passed to send_to_wb.
N_VAL is passed since workbench does not know about "z" or "x"
types.
*/

send_to_wb(index, sync__period, var_hand, N_VAL);
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APPENDIX C - Source Code for Simulator on Solaris
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/* rtm.c */

# include <stdio.h>
# include "wb_rtm_decl_cl.cim"
# define c_gethandle(a) &a
double time= 0.0;

int value_for_l,value_for_2;
int a;
main ()
{

printf ( "Cosim Started\n") ;
# include "wb_rtm_cl.cim"
while(l)
{

sleep( (int)sync_period);
time+= sync_period;
sync_with_wb(C_SYNC);
printf("Value_for_l at time %lf is %d\n",time,value_for_l);
value_for_2 = value_for_l + l;
send_to_wb(hand_2, 1.0, &value_for_2, N_VAL);
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APPENDIX D- Command File for Solaris and VxWorks
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#!/bin/csh -f
# Set the environment variables
setenv SESCOSIMHOST bruce
setenv SESCOSIMPORT 2300
setenv SESCOSIMLAUNCHWINDOW 1
# Change the directory
cd /home / classes2 / graduate / mrna / ses / cosim / rtm /
# Run the monitor
rtm.exe
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APPENDIX E- Source Code for Simulator on VxWorks
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/* rtm_vx.c
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

*/

#include
#define

"wb_rtm_vx_decl cl vx.cim"
c_gethandle(a)
&a

#define

RTMT_PRIO

"vxWorks.h"
"stdioLib.h"
"taskLib.h"
"stdlib.h"
"string.h"

5

static int rtmTid = 0;
static int rtmStackSize
static char rcv_mssg[80];

0x8000;

double
double
double
static double

value_for_l;
value_for_2;
time= 0.0;
c_time();

STATUS
STATUS

rtmini t (void) ;
rtmTask (void);

STATUS
rtminit(void)
{

rtmTid = taskSpawn("tRtm", RTMT_PRIO, VX_STDIO, rtmStackSize,
rtmTask, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ;
if (rtmTid
return OK;

0) return ERROR;

STATUS
rtmTask(void)
{

#include "wb_rtm_vx_cl_vx.cim"
while ( 1)
{

/* Connecting to WB */

taskDelay( (int)sync_period);
sync_with_wb(C_SYNC);
get_from_wb(hand_l);
sprintf (rcv_mssg, "%d\n" , value_for_l);

return OK;

static double
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c_time ()
{

extern double time;
return (time);
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APPENDIX F- rsh daemon for VxWorks
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/* rshd.c - rshd for VxWorks

*
* Copyright (C) 1993 Matthew R. Wette -- all rights reserved.
*
* $Id: rshd.c,v 1.1 1995/09/27 04:03:24 mwette Exp$

*
* You may use this program if this copyright notice is kept in tact
* and you don't try to sell it.
*
* To use:
*
compile to rshd
*

ld < rshd
rshdinit

*
*/

/*

SYNOPSIS
int rshdinit(void)
int rshdTask(void)
int rshd ()

- starts rshdTask
- server task
- service a request

on Unix host:
rsh <host> <command>
DESCRIPTION
This is an implementation of the remote shell daemon for VxWorks hosts.
It allows users on Unix hosts to run shell commands via the rsh.
ERRORS
If an error occurs rsh will prints a single line error message.

BUGS
Surely some exist.
SEE ALSO: rsh(l),

rcmd(l),

rshd(B),

in.rshd(8)

AUTHOR
Matt Wette mwette@alumni. caltech. ·edu
Modified by Mandar A Mathure mma@ece2.engr.ucf.edu
*/

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<unistd.h>
<vxWorks.h>
<ioLib.h>
<logLib.h>
<rebootLib.h>
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<remLib.h>
<shellLib.h>
<sockLib.h>
<stdioLib.h>
<sysLib.h>
<taskLib.h>
<in.h>
<iv.h>
<socket.h>
<netinet/tcp.h>

static char const rcsid[]
mwette Exp$";

"$Id: rshd.c,v 1.1 1995/09/27 04:03:24

#ifndef RSHD_PORT
#define RSHD_PORT 514
#endif
#ifndef RSHD- PRIO
#define RSHD_PRIO 5
#endif
#define SHELL_CMD 1
#define RESET_CMD 2
#define FEVAL_CMD 3

/* is a shell command*/
/* is a reset command*/
/* is a function eval command*/

int rshdinit(void);
int rshdTask(void);
static int rshd(int sock, struct sockaddr_in*);
static int getstr(int, char*, int, char*);
static int rshdTid = 0;
static int rshdStackSize = 0x8000;
static char rcmd_errmsg[80];
static int cmdType(char *cmd);
static int iCmdExec(char *cmd);
static int qCmdPending = O;
static char qCmdBufr[128];
static int qCmd(char *cmd);
static int qCmdExec(void);
int
rshdinit(void)
{

rshdTid = taskSpawn("aRshd", RSHD_PRIO, VX_STDIO, rshdStackSize,
rshdTask,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
if (rshdTid
return OK;

==

0) return ERROR;

int
rshdTask (void-)
{

int status, serv_sock, clnt_sock, clen;
struct sockaddr_in servaddr, clntaddr;
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memset(&servaddr,
memset(&clntaddr,

'\0', sizeof(servaddr));
'\0', sizeof(clntaddr));

/* Open the socket. */
serv_sock = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
if (serv_sock == ERROR) return ERROR;
servaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
servaddr.sin_port = htons(RSHD_PORT);
status= bind(serv_sock,
sizeof(servaddr));

(struct sockaddr *)&servaddr,

if (status== ERROR)
close(serv_sock);
logMsg("rshd: bind failed\n",
return ERROR;

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);

status= listen(serv_sock, 2);
if (status== ERROR) {
logMsg("rshd: listen failed\n",
close(serv_sock);
return ERROR;

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);

while (1)
clen = sizeof(clntaddr);
clnt_sock = accept(serv_sock, (struct sockaddr*)&clntaddr, &clen);
if (clnt_sock == ERROR) {
logMsg( "rshd: accept failed\n", 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
continue;

status= rshd(clnt_sock, &clntaddr);
close(clnt_sock);
return OK;

static int
rshd(int sock, struct sockaddr_in *addr)
{

int n, status, was_stdout, was_stderr;
int secdport, secdsock, loclport;
char c, clntuser[16], servuser[l6], bufr[l28];
/* Get secondary port request. */
/*alarm(60) ;*/
secdport = 0;
while ((n = read(sock, &c, 1)) == 1)
if (c == '\0') break;
secdport = l0*secdport + c - '0';
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if (secdport != 0)
loclport = IPPORT_RESERVED - 1;
secdsock = rresvport(&loclport);
addr->sin_port = htons((unsigned short)secdport);
status= connect(secdsock, (struct sockaddr * )addr, sizeof(*addr));
if (status== ERROR) {
logMsg("rshd: connect() on second port %d failed \ n", secdport, O,
0/ 0
0,

f

0);

close ( sock) ;
return status;

/* get the command strings* /
getstr(sock, clntuser, sizeof(clntuser), "clntuser");
getstr(sock, serv user, sizeof(serv user), "servuser");
getstr(sock, bufr, sizeof (bufr), "command");
# ifdef DEBUG

logMsg("rshd: comrnand=[ %s]\n", bufr, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
# endif

s wi tch (crndType(bufr))
case SHELL_CMD:
/* - - lo c k s h e ll -- */
status= shellLock(TRUE);
if (status== FALSE) {
logMsg("rshd: failed to lock shell\n", 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
write ( sock, " ! " , 1 ) ;
rernCuridGet(serv user, 0);
sprintf(rcrnd_errrnsg, "rshd: shell locked by user \"%s \ "\n",
servuser);
if (strlen(rcrnd_errrnsg) > 80) rcrnd_errrnsg[79] = ' \ n';
write(sock, rcrnd_errrnsg, strlen(rcrnd_errrnsg));
goto exit2;

status= rernCuridSet(clntuser, 0);
/* -- set I / 0 -- */
was_stdout = ioGlobalStdGet(l);
ioGlobalStdSet(l, sock);
if (secdport) {
was stderr = ioGlobalStdGet(2);
ioGlobalStdSet(2, secdsock);
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/* -- let the client know we're alive -- */
(write(sock,
1) != 1) {
logMsg("rshd: null write to client failed\n",
goto exit3;

if

1111

,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O);

/* -- execute -- */
status= execute(bufr);
if (status== ERROR) {
logMsg("rshd: execute() failed\n",
goto exit3;

0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

O);

break;
case RESET_CMD:
/* Check for internal command. */
status= iCrndExec(bufr);
if (status < 0) {
logMsg("rshd: internal command not known\n", 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
goto exit3;
else if (0 < status) {
goto exitl;

break;
case FEVAL_CMD:
default:
logMsg( "rshd: bad command \ n", 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
goto exit2;

exit3:
/* Reestablish I/0 */
ioGlobalStdSet(STD_OUT, was_stdout);
if (secdport) ioGlobalStdSet(STD_ERR, was_stderr);
exit2:
/* unlock shell*/
status= shellLock(FALSE);
exitl:
/* close sockets*/
close ( sock) ;
if (secdport) close(secdsock);
if (qCrndPending) qCrndExec();

return status;
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static int
getstr(int sock, char *bufr, int cnt, char* errmsg)
{

inti, n;
char c;
bufr[i=0J
while ( (n
bufr[i++]
if (i
if (c ==

I

\0

I;

read(sock, &c, 1))
= c;
cnt) return ERROR;
' \0') return OK;

1)

if (n == -1) return ERROR;
return OK;

/* cmdType()

- classify the command type

*/

static int
cmdType(char *cmd)
{

while (*cmd == ' ' I I *cmd == '\t') cmd++;
if (*cmd++ != '-') return SHELL_CMD;
if (strcmp(cmd,
if (strcmp(cmd,
if (strcmp(cmd,
return -1;

"feval") == 0) return FEVAL_CMD;
"sysreset") == 0) return RESET_CMD;
"reboot") == 0) return RESET_CMD;

#if 0
static int
evalCmd(char *cmd)
{

int argc;
char *argv [ 10];
while (*cmd == ' ' I I *cmd == '\t') cmd++;
if (*cmd++ != '-') return -1;
if ( strcmp ( cmd, "feval") ! = 0) return -1;
cmd += strlen("feval");
for (argc = 0; argc < 10; argc++) {
while (*cmd == ' ' I I *cmd
'\t') cmd++;
if (*cmd == '\0') break;
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argv[argc] = cmd;
while (*cmd == ' '

II

argv[0]
cmd; argc
return 0;

*cmd

' \ t ' ) cmd + + ;

1;

#endif
static int
iCmdExec(char *cmd)
{

qCmdPending = 0;
while (*cmd == ' ' I I *cmd == '\t') cmd++;
if (*cmd++ != '-') return 0;
if (strcmp(cmd, "vmereset") == 0) qCmd(cmd); else
if (strcmp(cmd, "sysreset") == 0) qCmd(cmd); else
if (strcmp(cmd, "reboot") == 0) qCmd(cmd); else
if (strcmp(cmd, "coldboot 11 ) == 0) qCmd(cmd); else
if (strcmp(cmd, "warmboot") == 0) qCmd(cmd); else
if (strcmp(cmd, "quickboot") == 0) qCmd(cmd); else
{ return -1; }
return l;

static int
qCmd(char *cmd)
{

strcpy(qCmdBufr, cmd);
#ifdef DEBUG
printf ( "qCmd: qCmdBufr= \ "%s \" \n 11
#endif
qCmdPending
return 0;

,

cmd) ;

l;

static int
qCmdExec(void)
{

taskDelay(sysClkRateGet());
qCmdPending = 0;
# if def DEBUG
printf ( "qCmdExec: qCmdBufr= \ 11 %s \ 11 \n 11
# endif

,

qCmdBufr) ;

if ( strcmp ( qCmdBufr, 11 vmereset 11 ) == 0) {
*(unsigned short*)0xff0000e2 = (unsigned short)0x00f0;
} else
if ( strcmp ( qCrndBufr, 11 sysreset 11 ) == 0) {
*(unsigned short*)0xff0000e2 = (unsigned short)0x00f0;
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} else
if ( strcrnp ( qCrndBufr, 11 reboot 11
reboot(BOOT_NORMAL);
} else
if

O)

)

( strcrnp ( qCrndBufr, 11 coldboot 11
reboot(BOOT_CLEAR);

if (strcrnp(qCrndBufr, 11 warrnboot 11
reboot(BOOT_NO_AUTOBOOT);

{

)

0)

)

0)

if ( strcrnp ( qCrndBufr, 11 quickboot 11
reboot(BOOT_QUICK_AUTOBOOT);
} return OK;

)

0)

/* --- last line of rshd.c --- */
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APPENDIX G - Screenshots showing the COSIM Interface in SES/workbench
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The figure below shows the screen shot of SES/workbench with the
cosimulation interface. It also shows the specification forms of the
nodes.
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Ill

The figure below shows the screen shot of SES/workbench with the nodes.
It also shows the specification forms of the nodes.
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APPENDIX H - Source Code for Curve Plotter Applet
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II Curve Plotter
II Mandar A Mathure
II CurvePlotter.java
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.awt.*;
java.awt.event.*;
java.applet.*;
java.lang.Math.*;
java.io.*;
java.util.*;
java.net.*;

public class CurvePlotter extends Applet
{

PlotControls controls;

II The controls for marking and filling

arcs
CurveCanvas canvas;

II The drawing area to display arcs

public void init()
{

setLayout(new BorderLayout());
canvas= new CurveCanvas();
add( 11 Center 11 , canvas);
add( 11 South 11 , controls= new PlotControls(canvas));

public void destroy()
{

remove(controli);
remove (canvas) ;

public void start()
{

controls.set~nabled(true);

public void stop()
{

controls.setEnabled(false);

public void processEvent(AWTEvent e)
{

if (e.getID() == Event.WINDOW_DESTROY)
{

System.exit(0);
. }

public static void main(String args[])
{

Frame f = new Frame( 11 2dTest 11

);
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CurvePlotter

Test

new CurvePlotter();

Test.init();
Test.start();
f.add("Center", Test);
f.setSize(300, 300);
f. show();

public String getAppletinfo()
{

return "An interactive 2D graph, which explains the Rayleigh
curve";

class CurveCanvas extends Canvas
double a= l;
double td = l/Math.sqrt(2*a) ;;
boolean filled= false;
String XY;
FiletoArray fa;
public void paint(Graphics g)
{

Rectangle r = getBounds();
int hlines = r.height / 10;
int vlines = r.width / 10;
int valuel, value2;
//in t x Pos = 0 , yPos = O;
int xPos = 50 , yPos = 50;
//draw gridlines
g.setColor(Color.pink);
for (inti= l; i <= hlines; i++)
g.drawLine(0, i * 10, r.width, i * 10);
for (inti= 1; i <= vlines; i++)
g.drawLine(i * 10, 0, i * 10, r.height);

g.setColor(Color.black);
int
oldXlaxis
int oldYlaxis =
int
oldX2axis
int
oldY2axis
int
originX
int
originY =

50;
50;
= 290;
= 200;
50;
200;
=
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//Y axis
int mark= 5;
int markdist = 50;
g.drawLine(originX, originY, oldXlaxis, oldYlaxis);
ShowArrow(g, oldXlaxis, oldYlaxis - 5, 2);
(int j = SO;

for

j < 200; j +=markdist)

{

g.drawLine(originX - mark, originY - j
originY - j

, originX,

);
String sy = String.valueOf(j);
g.drawString(sy, originX - mark -20 , originY - j

);

/IX axis
g.drawLine(originX, originY, oldX2axis, oldY2axis);
ShowArrow(g, oldX2axis + 5, oldY2axis, 4);

if

(a< 1)

{

for

(int j

50; j < 250; j +=markdist)

{

g.drawLine(originX + j, originY, originX + j,
originY +mark);
String sy = String.valueOf(j/5);
g.drawString(sy,
originX + j - 10 , originY +
mark+ 10);

else if (a -< 100)
{

for

(int j

50; j < 250; j +=markdist)

{

g.drawLine(originX + j, originY, originX + j,
originY +mark);
String sy = String.valueOf(j / 30);
g.drawString(sy,
originX + j - 10 , originY +
mark+ 10);

else
for

(int j = 50; j < 250; j +=markdist)

{

g.drawLine(originX + j, originY, originX + j,
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originY +mark);
String sy = String.valueOf(j / 10);
g.drawString(sy,
originX + j - 10 , originY +
mark+ 10);
} / / end of if a<l00

g.drawLine(originX, originY, oldXlaxis, oldYlaxis);

int xprev = -1;
g.setColor(Color.red);
if ( filled)
{

int x Posl, xPos2, yPosl, yPos2;
try
fa= new FiletoArray(new URL("http://wwwece2.engr.ucf.edu/~rnrna/thesis/bin/trial.txt"));

catch (IOException ioe)
{
}

for(int i = 0; i < 7; i++)
{

v aluel
v alue2

Integer.parseint(fa.Array[i] [OJ);
Integer.parseint(fa . Array[i] [1]);

g.fillRect(originX + valuel *mark* 6 ,originY - 10
- value2,10,10);
}

// end of if filled
// end of class
public void redraw(boolean filled, double a)
{

this.filled= filled;
this.a= a;
this.td = l/Math.sqrt(2*a);
repaint();

void ShowArrow(Graphics g , int txl, int tyl, int direction)
int hi= S;
int northX []
int northY []

{txl, txl - hi, txl + hi};
{tyl, tyl + hi, tyl + hi};
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int eastX[] = {txl, txl - hi, txl - hi};
int eastY[] = {tyl, tyl - hi, tyl + hi};
switch(direction)
{

case 2:
g.drawLine(txl, tyl, txl - hi, tyl +hi);
g.drawLine(txl, tyl, txl + hi, tyl +hi);
g.drawLine(txl - hi, tyl + hi, txl + hi, tyl +
hi);
g.fillPolygon(northX, northY, 3);
break;

case 4:
g.drawLine(txl, tyl, txl - hi, tyl - hi);
g.drawLine(txl, tyl, txl - hi, tyl +hi);
g.drawLine(txl - hi, tyl - hi, txl - hi, tyl +
hi);
g.fillPolygon(eastX, eastY, 3);
break;

class PlotControls extends Panel
implements ActionListener
TextField a;
Label name;
CurveCanvas canvas;

public PlotControl?(CurveCanvas canvas)
{

Button b = null;
this.canvas= canvas;
//add(name = new Label("Enter a value for a:
//add(a = new TextField("l", 4));
b = new Button ("Draw");
b.addActionListener(this);
add (b) ;

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent ev)
{

String label= ev.getActionCommand();
canvas.redraw(true,2.1);
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"));

class FiletoArray
{

public static String Array[][] = new String[l0] [2];
public FiletoArray(URL filename)

throws IOException

{

URL FileNarne;
FileNarne = filename;
StringTokenizer st;
String trnp;
i n t i = 0;
int j = 0;
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new
InputStrearnReader(FileNarne.openStream()));
while((trnp = br.readLine()) != null)
{

st= new StringTokenizer(trnp);
j = O;
while (st.hasMoreTokens())
{

Array[i] [j] = st.nextToken();
j++;

i++;

br.close();

public void displayArray()
{

for(int i _ = 0; i < 10; i++)
{

for(int j = 0; j < 2; j++)
{

System.out.print(Array[i] [j]
Systern.out.println();
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+" ");

APPENDIX I- Web Wrapper
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#!/usr/local/bin/perl
#Perl Script
#Mandar A Mathure
#trial.pl
#if($ENV{'REQUEST_METHOD'} eq 'POST')

{

read(STDIN,$buffer,$ENV{'CONTENT_LENGTH'});
@pairs= split( / &/,$buffer);
foreach $pair(@pairs) {
($name, $value) = split( / =/, $pair);
$FORM{$name} = $value;

$out= ' out.tx t';

open (MESSAGE, 11 >$out 11
print
print
print
print
print
print
p ri n t
print

)

or die "Cannot open $out for write :$!

MESSAGE 11 $FORM { 'xl'} \ t 11
MESSAGE 11 $FORM{ 'yl'} \n 11
MESSAGE 11 $ FORM { ' x 2 ' } \ t 11
MESSAGE 11 $FORM{ 'y2'} \n 11
MESSAGE 11 $ FORM { ' x3 ' } \ t 11
MESSAGE $FORM { 'y3'} \n 11
MESSAGE $FORM { ' x4 '} \ t
MESSAGE " $FORM{ ' y4 ' } \ n 11

11

;

;
;
;
;
;

ti

;

ti

ti;

;

close (MESSAGE);

print "Content-type : text/htrnl\n \ n 11 ;
print 11 <HEAD> \n 11 ;
print 11 < / HEAD>\n 11 ;
print 11 <BODY>\n 11 ;
print 11 <H3>Running Sirnulation< / H3>\n 11
foreach $key (keys(%FORM)) {
print 11 $key = $FORM{$key}<br> 11

;

;

print 11 <A HREF = \ 11 http:/ / bruce.engr . ucf . edu/ ~mma/thesis/input . htrnl\
target= \ 11 _self\ 11 > Run Again </A>\n 11 ;
print 11 </BODY>\n 11 ;
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11

<html>
<!-- Input HTML file-->
<!-- Mandar A. Mathure -->
<!-- http://bruce.engr.ucf.edu/~mma/thesis/input.html -->
<head>
<script type="text/javascript" language="javascript">
function doSubmit() {
with (document.simulateForm)
{

var i=0;
for(i=0; i<document.simulateForm.length; i++)
{

if(document.simulateForm.elements[i] .type =="text")
{

if (!isNumber(document.simulateForm.elements[i] .value))
{

alert("Please enter only Numeric values");
document.simulateForm.elements[i] .focus();
return false;

submit();
return true;

var inVal =' ' ;
function isNumber(inVal)
{

if ( isNaN ( inVal))
{

return false;
else
{

return true;

function clearForm()
simulateForm.reset();
</script>
</head>
<body>
<form method= "POST" name="simulateForm" action=
"http://bruce.engr.ucf.edu/~mma/cgi-bin/trial.pl">
Simulation Number: #10
<table border= 11 2 11 cellspacing = 11 1 11 cellpadding = 11 1 11 width
align= "center">
<caption align= "center"> Input to the simulation </caption>
<tr>
<td align
"center"> x </td>
<td align
"center"> y </td>
</tr>
"text"></td>
<td><input name= "xl" type
"text"></td>
<td><input name
"yl" type
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"300

II

<tr>
11
<td align
center 11 ><input type
"text" name
x2 ></td>
11
11
<td align
center"><input type
"text" name
y2"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align
"center"><input type
"text" name
"x3"></td>
<td align
"center"><input type
"text" name
"y3"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
11
<td align
center 11 ><input type
"text" name
x4 ></td>
11
11
<td align
center 11 ><input type
"text 11 name
y4 11 ></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align= 11 center 11 ><a
href="javascript:void(doSubmit()) ">Send</a></td>
<td align= 11 center 11 ><a
href="javascript: v oid(clearForm()) ">Clear< / a></td>
< / tr>
</table>
</form>
</body>
< / html>
11

11

11

11

<html>
<!-- Output HTML file-->
<!-- Mandar A. Mathure -->
<!-- http:/ / bruce.engr.ucf.edu /~mma/thesis/output.html -->
<body >
<table align= "center">
<tr>
<td>
<applet
11
CurvePlotter.class 11
code
11
http://bruce.engr.ucf.edu/~mma/thesis/bin/ 11
codebase
300
width
= 300>
height
</applet>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align= 11 center 11 >Click the button to plot the graph for simulations
thus far</td> </tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
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